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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
MANIFEST YOUR MAN IN 30 DAYS

This book was originally designed to be an online video course.
As such, you’ll see links to videos on YouTube and script guiding
you along a self-paced journey.

SECTION ONE: A STRONG
FOUNDATION

INTRODUCTION / SETTING YOUR
INTENTION

Enjoyable relationships begins with the
power of intention.
I'm so proud and honored you've made the decision to read this
book. You are in for a powerful journey.
During the next 30 days, we will discuss what it means to BE the
amazing woman that good men want.
Here is the outline of what you’ll read:
S ECTION 1: S ETTING U P

A

G OOD F OUNDATION

In this section, you’ll set your intention for the kind of man you
want to be with and really get your energy right to have a good
start and a strong finish.
S ECTION 2: T HE I NNER W OMAN
We all have baggage from the past. In this module we'll discuss
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your ideas of men, what's working and what's not. You'll find this
section to be very healing and even therapeutic if you haven't
done any soul work.
S ECTION 3: D ATING

AND

C OURTING

This is where it gets fun! Dating can be a truly enjoyable experi‐
ence if you have the right mindset and understand what you're
here to do. When dating right, you'll attract amazing men that
can turn into friends and enrich your life in wonderful ways,
supporting your femininity and bringing the gift of masculinity in
your life in healthy ways.
S ECTION 4: U NDERSTANDING M EN
The misconceptions of men are huge! We're often thought of
(even called) as simple when nothing could be further from the
truth. Men, especially men that have done their soul work, are
amazingly conscious, awake and aware of their own life and have
a LOT to offer the world...and a good woman. In this book, I’ll
give you the real and raw, behind-the-scenes viewpoints of what
good men want, how we live and what we're looking for in
women.
I'm so glad you're here! Don't be nervous, I'm only an email away
and will guide you through the entire experience.
Looking forward to your journey.
Much love,
~Robin

PROLOGUE

"I NTENTIONS

COMPRESSED INTO WORDS ENFOLD MAGICAL
POWER ."

~Deepak Chopra

"A

GOOD INTENTION CLOTHES ITSELF WITH SUDDEN POWER ."

~Ralph Waldo Emerson

"O UR

INTENTION CREATES OUR REALITY ."

~Wayne Dyer

CHAPTER 2
GET YOUR ENERGY MOVING

E

ver carried around energy that just didn't serve you? You're
feeling upset or unsupported and have negative feelings
inside you causing distress. The boss yelled at you, your friend
didn't follow through and there you are rehearsing the entire
scenario in your head with nagging inner dialogue.
Before you know it, the energy from one scenario is now carried
into other events and you find yourself perpetuating a downhill
slide.
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There is hope and the cycle can be stopped.
I'm discussing this here because tension is going to rise as we
move through this course. I'm going to give you some "tough
love" and probably say a few things that you may not agree with
or don't support where you are in your life.
I get it. And for this course to stay true, we have to deal with the
issues, change our viewpoints, and there will be times where
you'll have to back entirely away and clear your energy.
So, here's a guided, seated meditation you can do to release the
old and place yourself in a state of ushering in the new. Don't get
caught up in the techniques or if you're "doing it right", just
jump into this simple breathing exercise to let go. You don't have
to touch your fingers together or sit in crazy positions; you can
even do this seated at your desk at the office. Just do it until you
feel release. (tears are normal)
By the way, I got this practice from an amazing energy worker
that showed me how to ground myself to create confidence and a
sense of empowerment (Thank you Renee!).
Ready...here we go.
1. Sit comfortably, legs uncrossed
2. Drop a grounding cord (from the bottom of your spine)
as big as a hollowed-out tree trunk and broader than
your body and aura.
3. Add a Teflon coating inside the cord so that all the
energy that is not yours slips down this cord with grace
and ease (if you'd like, you can give it a bright or neutral
color).
4. At the top of the grounding cord, see a switch (like a
light switch) Turn this switch on, you have officially set

GET YOUR ENERGY MOVING

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

your grounding cord on release. Energy, that is not
yours, will go down your grounding cord.
Next, place your focus on the bottom of your feet and
see earth tone colors coming in through the bottom of
your feet (your feet chakras). Watch that beautiful, crisp
earth color swirling around your feet, ankles traveling up
your calves, knees, thighs and butt, making its way
towards your first chakra, washing and cleansing as it
goes.
Once the earth energy reaches your first chakra, have
70% of break off and go down your grounding cord.
The remaining 30% can swish and swirl around your
chakra. Do this loop for a few minutes .... running your
earth energy.
Place your focus on the cosmos (several feet above your
head). See a color. Make it fresh energy, calling in this
beautiful cosmic energy from an area of the cosmos that
hasn't been tapped into and have that beautiful energy
come in through your crown chakra. Watch it as it
makes its way down through your crown washing and
cleansing as it goes ... the head, back of the eyes, ears,
neck.
Continue watching this cosmic energy travel down your
back channels ... washing and cleansing as it makes its
way down your back (there are two channels, whatever
that means to you will be fine).
Watch that cosmic energy travel down to your first
chakra meeting up with the earth energy with 70% of
the combined earth and cosmic mixture going down
your grounding cord. Keep this loop going for a few
minutes.
The remaining 30% earth and cosmic combination will
travel up your front channel (one channel) washing and
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11.

12.

13.

14.
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cleansing all your chakras as it travels towards your
shoulders.
At your shoulders, have 5% of the combined earth and
cosmic energy go down your right arm and another 5%
go down your left arm (your arms are your creative
channels, clearing them of blocks is like creating a
concerto)
When you're ready, continue traveling up the chakras
with the combined earth and cosmic energy dusting off
and spinning the remaining chakras (sixth and seventh).
Eventually spouting out of your crown chakra .... like a
waterfall, washing off each layer of your aura (seven
layers that coincide with the chakras)
Are there rips and tears on the aura that need mending?
Dark spots? Whatever doesn't belong there will wash off
with grace and ease. You can even place a color onto
each layer of the aura. (Remember, the top layer is what
others see.)
Finish off with a golden sun. Call in a sun, watch it fill it
up with your essence, that's all the energy you left
elsewhere throughout your day, week, year, lifetime.
When it's nice and full, crack it open (like an egg) over
your crown chakra and let your essence seep into your
body. There's plenty of room for "you" as you had
already rid yourself of all the other energy that wasn't
yours (via the ground cord).

If you're feeling cranky, it's likely some energy that's not yours has
gotten inside of you. Follow the steps above. Place roses around
you (called a catcher's mitt) Check in with the roses. If they look
wilted, change them as often as you need.

GET YOUR ENERGY MOVING
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Those are the basics to running your energy. Enjoy!
When you find yourself holding onto old stuff, frustrated after a
date, not forgiving others or...angry at Robin because of some‐
thing he said in this program, do this practice.
Love you girl. You're doing great!
~Robin

VIDEO #1 - GET YOUR ENERGY
RIGHT
MANIFEST YOUR MAN

Watch this video titled,
“Get Your Energy Right”
or log on to www.RobinAustinReed.com/VideoOne

CHAPTER 3
FIVE REASONS WHY WE NEED
EACH OTHER

What if men and women actually do need
each other?

I

“

just want a good woman,” says the lonely man, working tirelessly
to form a good life of provision and safety that any adoring
woman would love to have. “Are there any good men left?” asks the
burdened woman, desiring to be held and cherished, loved and
seen for who she is.
Oh my, we all want the same thing, yet the battle of the sexes

FIVE REASONS WHY WE NEED EACH OTHER
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wages on as we move through time, each decade taking on a
certain tempo that causes a shrug of shoulders, an eye-roll and
dismissing giggle at parties.
But in the end, it IS a war and it’s getting bloody, dangerous and
even deadly!
Women are to be held in high esteem for leading the way in
conscious evolving, modeling boldly what it means to awaken to
the deeper meanings of life and embrace the things that truly
make us all happy. In doing so, men have been left behind and
have shown both ignorance and outright laziness in any attempts
to catch up or even learn.
This lack of congruence in the sexes has created an ugly curtness
in women creating situations of spiritual arrogance and an unat‐
tractive pride that men won’t go near. The women leave the guys
behind to huddle in their communities and grow stronger in
femininity, casting off any balance of the masculine causing
sadness, loneliness and outright indignation that we actually
“need” each other. Yes, “need” is now a dirty four-letter word not
to be uttered in relationships, especially new ones! We want love.
Wait a second…according to Maslow, LOVE and BELONGING
are among the top human NEEDS (not wants).

So what is happening?
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The enjoyment of playful toying with each other has been
replaced with a delicate dance of political rightness and we are
confused big time! The frustration is causing disengagement that
is rampant across both genders and none of us are guilt free.
The comfort of sex and gender independence has been
a false companion and not a fair exchange.
We are tired of being rejected because we are gentlemen,
thought of as weak because we show our emotions or lack a
certain flair that the women don't communicate. We try, yet fail
and are friend-zoned by woman after woman or occasionally get
lucky with a rebound lay only to discover later we’re in the drama
den of an ugly love triangle and not-so-lucky after all.
Score? More like penalty box!
The women pent up in their apartments on Saturday nights
resolved to accept that a glass of cheap Cabernet and a Netflix
rerun really is all the love stroke she needs since understanding
her male counterparts is well, just too much fucking work.
So the appletinis live on in the women’s tradition of Ladies
Night, gulped down with crappy calamari and finished with a
lonely drive home to cap off the work week before more girl’s
activities ensue.
It’s fucking boring! It’s not working! And something
has to change! We need each other, and, I’ll even go so
far as to say…desperately!
Not in the sappy, dysfunctional ways Hollywood has shoved down
our throats for years, charging us millions in the form of enter‐
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tainment while not giving us the courtesy of calling it emotional
crack. And don’t get me started on the false intimacy of pornog‐
raphy that has millions of men's minds so totally perverted and
off-center that many of us don’t have the energy left to actually
romance a real woman and work through the relationship snafus
that are commonplace in creating any kind of unity, much less
sacred sexuality.
No, screw that!
I mean love. Grounded. Centered. Loving…good old-fashioned,
grace-filled love. The kind where we actually CARE about
making the other person FEEL good.
Yes, I know, I’m spiritual too and you can’t actually MAKE
someone feel anything. Yes, I know that it’s up to each individual
person to own their thoughts that cause feelings and create
emotions and come to the relationship clear and free. I’m out of
breath.
Gee-Zus! Ladies, come on! As a man, I want to make you feel
good. We have that ability, certainly…right? I’ll use my charm.
I’ll flirt. I’ll provide a great evening of fun-filled activities and end
it all with an impulsive rickshaw ride through downtown and
back to our car before departing home with a full and warm
heart.
We all want this! I’ll make you dinner, and even clean up after. I’ll
compliment your attire when we go out, I’ll place you on the
inside of the sidewalk when we walk, I’ll kiss you on the cheek
and nibble on your ear right before I whisper, “You look beautiful
tonight”.
I’m tired. And, you are too. We’ve done everything “right” and in
it, missed each others hearts. We’ve failed to hold each other's
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secrets as sacred. We’ve failed to smile with compassion when
things are going rough, and we have no idea why. We’ve failed to
embrace, when all we wanted to do was run.
We’ve failed to communicate our TRUTH and, in the end, we’re
left empty from the pit of deceit caused by our fears. In the effort
to love, be loved and more importantly, keep loving in spite of
failure, I’m led to one of the truest descriptions of love when the
Apostle Paul wrote to the Corinthians:
“Love is patient, love is kind. It does not envy, it does not boast, it is not
proud. It does not dishonor others, it is not self-seeking, it is not easily
angered, it keeps no record of wrongs. Love does not delight in evil but
rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always hopes,
always perseveres. Love never fails. But where there are prophecies, they
will cease; where there are tongues, they will be stilled; where there is
knowledge, it will pass away.” ~1 Corinthians 13: 4-8

I’ve read this text, completed the ten-point studies from Sunday
school, written poetry and experimented with the many complex
and complicated meanings of love. I've fucked it up thousands of
times, energetically bouncing off others by way of attraction,
friendship and the randomness of connections to return again
and again.

This leads us to the five reasons we need each other:

1. ONENESS. We’re not traveling alone on this planet. We have
needs and wants that are collective and require the input of each
other. To quote the poet, John Donne: “No man is an island entire of
itself, every man is a piece of the continent, a part of the main. If a clod be

FIVE REASONS WHY WE NEED EACH OTHER
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washed away by the sea, Europe is the less. As well as if a promontory were.
As well as if a manor of thy friend's or of thine own were: Any man's death
diminishes me, because I am involved in mankind, and therefore never send to
know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.”

2. Without the SERVICE AND COMMUNITY of belonging,
our glory fades and we become empty by way of our own glutto‐
nous living. We are designed to powerfully engage each other,
sometimes in conflict, and mostly with an inner knowing that
you’re NOT with a mere mortal and rather, with something
divine and so much greater.

3. LAUGHTER. It is the sound of joy and nearly impossible to
laugh alone or without any outside engagement. The tantalizing
stimulation of laughing creates the shortest bridge between two
people, connecting them through almost any trial.

4. SEX, CONNECTION and INTIMACY. Those three
words conjure up so many varying emotions, opinions, fears and
preferences that grow us because we can’t hide. To get our needs
met, we must face the terrifying shadows of our soul and break
through to be truly seen, to be known and accepted, mostly by
ourselves first. We are dying a thousand deaths when we can’t
truly be seen. Yet, how can we be seen if we’re too scared to look
in the mirror and give a bold and fair assessment of what our
needs are?
This above all: to thine own self be true,
And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man.
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Farewell, my blessing season this in thee!
~Polonius (Hamlet, by William Shakespeare)
The poet’s words ring true. The very connection we crave is in
the willingness to bring your TRUE self forward, like standing
naked in front of a crowd, and truly be seen, which leads me to
number five on the list:

5. VULNERABILITY and AUTHENTICITY. Nothing is
harder for us as humans AND it’s the two things we crave from
our fellow travelers in the thousands of manufactured environ‐
ments. By authentically engaging each other, sharing our vulner‐
abilities we grow past the wounds, lay down the hurts, forgive the
wrongs and feel into emotions that drive the human endeavor,
fuel our dormant dreams and create breathtaking beauty.
So my dear, can we trust these words written centuries ago from a
rowdy apostle named Paul that was leading a church in a
cosmopolitan city of wealth and prosperity with people desperate
for answers asking, “what is love?”
Can you look at this list of five points above, exhale in surrender,
and try again, knowing we, centuries later, are asking the same
exact question and struggling? Well, I guess it’s a choice, one we
must make every day. Me? I’ve already dispositioned myself as
romantic-in-nature and will return to this deep well of the
universe and draw from the endless resources because, I need
love and I need others.
At least give this a try. Love each other...over and over,
and over.
~Robin

FIVE REASONS WHY WE NEED EACH OTHER
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VIDEO #2 - THE REASONS WE
NEED EACH OTHER
MANIFEST YOUR MAN

Watch this video titled,
“The Five Reasons We Need Each Other”
or log on to
www.RobinAustinReed.com/VideoTwo

CHAPTER 4
BE UNIQUE. LIMITATION
CREATES VALUE.

I

read a story about a stamp collector. There were only two of
a certain kind of stamp remaining in the whole world so,
naturally, they were very valuable . He owned one of them and
when he finally got hold of the second one, he burned it.
The price of the first one went way, way, way up when he burned
that second one. Way higher than the two of them combined.
Because now it was the only one in the whole world.
Limitation Creates Value

BE UNIQUE. LIMITATION CREATES VALUE.
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In an interesting spin to this story, have you ever wondered how
you're limiting yourself to create value in the immediacy of the
present? Think about that for a second. What do you REALLY
value and hold dear that, if you were honest, is holding you
back? What opportunities, relationships, conversations, and
choices do you burn so as to create value in what you've decided
is truth and placed in concrete?
Let me present a playful and safe alternative:
GET CURIOUS
Curiosity is the safest way to explore your beliefs about men (or
anything really) in a way that doesn’t challenge (or trigger) others
so a different viewpoint can appear, perhaps even embraced.
I've experienced tremendous loss simply because I thought I
knew the way, when in actuality, I was listening to the voice of
fear and being overly cautious due to what others would think or
any other reasons that kept me in the safety of mediocrity.
The reality is simple: there is only the reality of the story we
create and embrace. I’ve listened to many people’s dating experi‐
ences that were alarmingly frightening and seen people react and
describe them very differently.
In curiosity, one woman sat through a display of one man’s arro‐
gant ignorance while at dinner and learned a great deal about
masculinity and dating, walking away from the experience
bettered and more self-aware.
In judgement, the same woman could be highly offended,
learning nothing, leaving the date bitter by her expectations that
she wasn’t treated the way she wanted or needed.
A dear confidant of mine is always seeking and projecting happi‐
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ness. Her natural inclination is always to smile and say YES,
trusting that the details will be figured out eventually and as a
result, she's never short of beauty that feeds the souls of many.
She went on to tell me, “Robin, at fourty-two years old, I enter a
time of saying YES. A time of lighting fires to soothe, comfort,
and warm versus burn down any evidence to keep my value in a
state of limitation.”
Now THAT is a woman I want to spend time with!
Even in my own experiences, I'm finding the often allusive space
between limitations, throttling back, taking the slower, more
scenic path in life, wading through the rivers that time often
requires. There is a tempo to this crazy universe. When quiet,
you can almost hear Mother Earth tick with a consistent
rhythmic beat that stirs you into unexplored places where a
deeper sense of value can be recognized, leading us into amazing
abundance.
Where is your value?

VIDEO #3 - BE UNIQUELY YOU
MANIFEST YOUR MAN

Coming up, we're going to do an exercise together to name your
life values. Begin thinking about this subject and take notes on
what you believe is most important for living a life of happiness
and what you want to attract in a good man that has shared
values.
Watch this video titled,
“Be Unique. Limitation Creates Value”
or log on to
www.RobinAustinReed.com/VideoThree
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CHAPTER 5
OPERATING FROM YOUR CORE
VALUES

D

o you know what your inner values are?

Many people automatically begin listing positive character
traits to describe values. Things such as honesty, integrity and
courageous are words I often hear.
What if I told you these weren't values at all? They're actually the
benefit or payoff of having values.
For example: If I really enjoy the payoff of intimacy with my
partner, then vulnerability is the value that I personally use to get
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there. Keep in mind, what YOU use to achieve a desired state
may not always be what another person may use, which is why
value alignment is so crucial.
I have a value I call "Scuba". It's a creative word I use to conjure
up an easy visualization.
"Scuba" is my ability (or value) to go deep with another person in
conversation and survive there, returning to the surface alive and
unharmed. What I mean by that is that not everyone can have
really deep, impactful conversations where you feel honored and
safe. This is a highly-trained skill that I've worked hard to develop
and is a deep value of mine.
Knowing your values is a way of consciously hacking your mind
so you can literally have a road map of WHY you make the deci‐
sions you do? Ever had that "gut feeling" about something, some‐
one, or a circumstance and you couldn't explain it? That is your
inner truth knocking at your conscious to let you know that
you’re about to be out of line with your values.
So here in this section, we are going to mine for your inner core
values and list them.
Homework:
Look at the attached worksheet (on the left sidebar) and begin to
make a list of your own values. I invite you to get creative with
this and really flush out some unique names to describe the states
of your being that you truly value in yourself.
Mind mapping is a great way to do this. Get large pieces of white
(non-ruled) paper with colorful pens and let your mind work
effortlessly in flow. Use a big table, buy gum and candy, play fun
music and create a space for your own inner creativity to shine.
Here are some helpful images:

OPERATING FROM YOUR CORE VALUES
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BONUS SECTION - HOMEWORK

Bonus: Dr. John DeMartini has done brilliant work on the study
of values. He offers a free assessment on his website that is very
helpful and stores your PAST assessments for reference.
Take the assessment here or log on to:
www.DrDemartini.com/Values
His accompanying book, The Values Factor is fabulous, offered on
Amazon and most retailers.
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